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Solute Segregation at the CurYed Surface of a Growing Crystal
(Steady State)
C.JACCARD
1-,wiss Federal Institute for ~no\\· and Avalanche Research. \\"ei13fluhjoch/Dtwos
Heceiwcl ,July 2. 191ii5
\\"e consider a cylinclrical crystal growing from the melt at a constant speed with a convex
interface. Impurities from the melt segregate at the interface, and their approximate distribution in the solid is calculatecl in a dimensionless system with the follmling assumptions:
a) the process occurs in the steady state; b) the impurities do not diffuse within the solid;
c) the segregation at the interface is large. The determining parameter is the product of growth
velocity and average cun-ature of the interface. When this parameter is large, the impurity
eoncentration near the cylinder mantle is many orders of magnitude higher than near its axis.
This gives rise to a radial r~fining process. which can be applied when diffusion in the liquid is
low and convection has to be prevented. The problem is cliscussecl for different shapes of the
interface.
Un crystal cylinclrique croit clans la phase liquiclc it unc vitesse constante a vec une interface
convexe. Les impuretes du liquicle sont rejetees h !'interface. et !cur distribution approximath·e clans le solicle est calculee clans un systeme sans dimension it partir des hypotheses suivantes: a) le processus est a l'etat stationnaire: b) Jes impuretes ne cliffusent pas a l'interieur
du solicle; c) hi segregation 1\ l'interface est suffisamment grancle. Le parametre determinant
est le procluit de la vitesse de croissance et de la courbure moyenne de !'interface. Lorsqu'il
est grand. la concentration des impuretes sur le manteau du cylinclre clepasse de plusieurs
orclres de grandeur celle du voisinage de !'axe. Ceci permet 1111 11rocedc radial de purijicr1fion
qui peut i:·tre applique lorsque la diffusion clans le liquicle est faible et que la convection cloit
etre evitee. Le probleme est cliscutc pour clifferentes formes de !'interface.
Ein zylinclrischer Kristall wiichst in cler 8chmelze mit eincr konstanten Geschwindigkeit
und besitzt cine konvexe \Vachstumsfliiche. Verunreinigungen der Schmelzc werden an cler
Orenzfliiche zuriickgestol3en und ihre angeniiherte Verteilung in der fest en Phase wird unter
den folgenden Voraussetzungen berechnet: a) der Vorgang befindet sich im stationiiren Zustand; b) die Verunreinigungen diffunclieren nicht innerhalb der festen Phase; c) die Segregation an der Oberfliiche ist geniigend gro13. Der bestimmencle Parameter ist clas Proclukt cler
Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit uncl cler mittleren Kriimmung der WachstumsfHiche. \Venn er
grol3 ist. ist die Verunreinigungskonzentration am Zylinclermantel um viele Gr613cnordnungen hoher als bei seiner Achse. Dies ermoglicht ein mdiale8 Reinigungsi,nijahren, das
angewandt werden kann. wenn die Diffusion in der 8chmelze klein ist. und wenn keine Konvektion stattfindet. Das Problem wird mit verschiedenen Formen cler Wachstumsfliiche untersucht.

I. Introduction

The segregation of impurities occuring during the growth from the melt of a
plane crystal in an infinite straight tube has been investigated from many sides
and the phenomenon is now well known [J, 2, 3]. If o denotes the effective segregation coefficient, D t,Jie diffusion coefficient of the impurit,ies and v the constant
growth velocity, an apparent segregation occurs only at, the beginning of the

growth, correspondmg to a length of the order of D /vs. In the steady state there
is no apparent segregation because the impurities have accumulated near the
interface and the concentration has just the right magnitude there to cancel the
segregation.
However, these considerations are valid only if the velocity is normal to the
interface, i . e. if the crystal surface is plane and normal to the tube axis, otherwise
a large radial inhomogeneity of the .impurity concentration can be produced.
Cylindrical monocrystals of ice that have been grown in an apparatus [5] producing
a marked convexity of the interface have most of their impurities concentrated
near the mantle: the bulk conductivity has been measured on the original crystals
with a diameter of 52 mm and then nJt,er an outer layer of about 3 mm thickness
has been turned down on a lathe ; we observed a decrease of one order of magnitude
between the two measurements. Despite the fact that physical defects may
predominate near the mantle, this indicates a considerable accumulation of the
impurities .in the outer layers. These obscrvat ions agree with the measmements
perfom10d by BLICKS, EGGER and Rrn11L L4], who grew single crystals of ice doped
with IJF and Nil4F and measured the impurity concentration along the radius.
They obtain differences of more than one order of magnitude between the axis and
the mantle , which they attribute to the preferred occurence of dislocations and
physical defects near the cylinder surface. Their explanation may be only a partial
one because their crystals must have grown with a certain convexity; if not they
would have obtainer! polycryst,als from fortuitous seeds developing on the vessel
surface. The curvature of the interface is always a source of radial inhomogeneities
of the impurity concentration, anrl the pmposc of the following analysis is to
determine the magnitude of the effect.
2. 'fhe prohh•m

Let us consider a cylindrical crystal growing from the melt at a constant speed

v in an infinite tube. The melt contains only one type of impurity having an
asymptotic concentration co. 'l'he impurities flow by diffusion in the liquid only
and segregate at the interplrnse according to a coefficients, assumed to be smaller
than unity. The shape of the interface has a cylindrical symmetry and because of
it the whole process can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates rand z.
The impurity concentration c is then governed by the diffusion equation

ac
a, = D · Llc,

(1)

where D and L1 are the diffusion coefficient and the Laplace operator, respectively.
If R is the crystal radius, the first two boundary conditions are
(2)
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The third boundary condition at the intcrphase must express the fact that the
rejected impurities are carried away by the diffusion cunent:
(4)
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Here, gradn and Vn are components normal to the solid surface, which can be
expressed by the equation:

z

(5)

= vt = aR/(r/R),

where/ describes the shape of the surface, with

t (O) = o

(6)

/(1)
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1

and a is a measure of the relative convexity. As we shall be concerned only with
the steady state, there is no need for initial conditions.
In order to simplify the problem, we first consider it in a coordinate system
moving with the interface at a speed v and we make it dimensionless by introducing
the following units: c0 , Rand D/R for the concentration, the length and the velocity, respectively.
Further, we consider instead of ca "reduced concentration" g equal to sc. As
the relative concentration in the solid is equal to the apparent segregation coefficient, which we shall call s' (r), we obtain this last quantity by just taking the
value of g at the interface. Thus the problem reduces to the following system in the
steady state:
(7)

(8)

z = oo: g = s

(9)
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df

z = af(r): az - a dr +v(l - s)g = 0

and
(11)

s' (r)

= g[r, z = a/ (r)].

Elementary solutions of equ. (7) satisfying the conditions (8) and (9) are of the
form
(12)
where Jo are Bessel functions of zero order and the Av are the zeros of the first
order functions (Ji. 0 = 0). The factors kv have the values:
(13)
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(v = 0,1,2 , ... , oo).
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We shall restrict ourselves to an asymptotic solution, which has the advantage
of its simplicity.

3. Asymptotic solution for a parabolic interface with a vanishing
segregation coefficient
The simplest shape for a convex (or concave) surface is the parabola, and as it
is reasonably well approximated in certain crystal growing devices, we shall
calculate the effect for the case
(14)
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We know further that the apparent segregation is limited by the effective
segregation coefficient: the smaller this quantity, the more pronounced are the
inhomogeneities. Therefore, it is interesting to learn what can be the maximum
effect occuring with an arbitrary small segregation coefficient s. In this case
(approximation of zero order in s), equ. (7) has a solution (Jo depending only of z
and satisfying all three conditions independently of the shape function / (r):
Yo

(15)

= const. e - vz .

The value of the constant is determined by the condition that the average
concentration in the solid at the interface must be equal to unity (as a consequence of the continuity for the impurity flow), that is:
1
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The expression (15) takes then the exact value:
(17)
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and we obtain for the radial dependence of the relative concentration in the solid:
(18)
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This relation is represented in Fig. 1
with the quantity av as a parameter for
convex (av > 0) and concave (av < 0)
crystal shapes. The apparent segregation
near the cylinder axis (r = 0) is very effective as soon as the parameter av is larger
than 5, and it is compensated by a large
concentration increase near the surface
(r = 1). Themagnitudeoftheeffectisgoverned primarily by the two exponenti1il
factors in equ. 18, which introduce a very
strong dependence on the radius. Values
of av larger than ten are quite possible:
the relative convexity rt can be made of
the order of unity with a suitable device
and the velocity unit is proportional to
the diffusion coefficient which can be very
small (e.g. for ions in water) so that the
dimensionless velocity has a large value.
If we have for example v = 10- 6 m /s,
D = 10- 9m 2 /s, R = 2 · 10- 2 m and a.= 0,5,
0
O.!,
we obtain a parameter av equal to 10,
Fig. 1. Oistrihutiou of thr rPlativt• impurity cont·t•ngiving the values s(, 0 - 4,5 · 10 4 and
trntion in thr solid for n. parnholit• interface ns n funrtlon of the radius 11ml for dilfl'rl'nt vnlues of th<' pus(, 1 = 10 for r = 0 and r = 1, respectively.
rnmPfrr" ,.
This is a concentration difference of four
orders of magnitude between the center and the surface of the cylinder. The absolute difference between s~ 0 and s(, 1 is equal to av, as it can be seen from equ. 18.

When the crystal shape is concave, the effect is reversed, i.e. the higher concentration is near the cylinder axis, but the magnitude of the effect subsists. One sees
that r = lfl/2is the limiting radius for an efficient segregation: we always have
s 0 < 1 for r < 1/J/2 with a convex shape, and for r > 1/112 with a concave one.
This approximation of zeroth order can also be calculated easily for any
crystal shape, but the constant in equ. 15 is then more complicated to obtain and
may have to be computed numerically.
If we consider for example a shape function of the following form :
O ~ r ~r1 : /(r)=O
(19)
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where the crystal surface is flat wit hin the circle of radius r 1 and joins the cylinder
with a parabola, we obtain according to equ. 15 a concentration distribution with
a similar profile. In Fig. 2, these profiles are represented for a parameter av = 5
and different values of r 1 . For a convex
I
crystal (full curves) the concentration
I
I
near the axis is always superior to its val2 ------ - - -~-=--. - - - - H - 1 1 1 1
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ue in the purely parabolic case, whereas it
'' ''
is markedly larger at the cylinder sur\ \
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face, ranging roughly from av to eav. For a
I
'
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concave crystal (dashed curves) the op'
0,0\
\
posite is true : near the axis the concen\
\
tration is appreciably lower but at the sur'' ''
\
~
face there is no significant difference. For
'
I
'
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a radius r1 near unity the effect is much
I
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larger for a convex than for a concave
interface.
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These results are strictly valid only
I
I
if the effective segregation coefficient s is
equal to zero, but nevertheless they constitute a good approximation ifs is smaller
0,98
than the minimum of s~. In most cases
this condition can be fullfilled by a suita0,.95"
ble choice of the growth velocity in order
to keep the parameter av in a low value
range. Ifs is greater than the minimum
O,SO
of s~, the curves of Fig. 1 then flatten near
0
the value of s; this may yield near the
0,5"
1,0T'
axis a value many orders of magnitude Fig. 2. Distribution of the relative impurity concentration in the solid ns n function of the rnclius for n
larger than s~, which is indeed very small parameter a v = 5 and different shapes of the interface (flnt for O < r < r1)
for large parameters av. However the
high parts of the curves (s~ > 1) should not be affected in an appreciable amount
as long as s remains much smaller than unity: the absolute value of the difference
between the minima of s' and s~ is negligible and this very small amount of
impurities that remain near the axis instead of spreading towards the mantle
cannot influence significantly a relative concentration which is larger than unity.
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A general solution, valid for any value of s, can be obtained in various ways,
e.g. as a series of the elementary solutions (expression 12), the coefficients of
which are developed ins and in av. An algorithmic formula allows one to calculate
all the unknown quantities, starting from the simple solution known for a = 0.
The term of zeroth order in s corresponds then to the development of equ. 18.
However the higher order terms have a very complicated analyt.ical structure so
that we will not deri ve here these cumbersome formulae. The algorithm in principle
would be convenient for a digital computer, but as it is itself rather complicated
other standard numerical methods for solving partial differential equations might
be easier to apply .

4-. ConC'lnsion
Despite the compl<• xity of an exact solution the asymptotic formula nevertheless gives a dcs<'ription of the phenomenon. This is useful for the design of a
crystal growing apparnt ns because it allows a reasonable selection of the values for
the parameters such as growth velocity and shape of the interface. These considerations apply especially to the case where the diffusion of the impurities in the
melt is very low. This situation is met with ions and molecules in water or in other
liquids at room temperature or below. Even if the segregation coefficient is small
and with a flat interface, the distance is small within which purification occurs
before t,hc st,cad y state is reached and may be of the order of a few cm. Thus
recrystallisation or even a :1.onc refining process is inadequate to obtain a large
puri fi c1it,ion effect. Of course this can be greatly improved by a violent convection
in the liquid but then the growing solid is no longer a monocrystal.
The preceding analysis shows that the double requirement of length and
,,monocrystallinity" can be met if the interface is convex and if the growth parameters are within suitable limits, giving rise to a radial refining. The refining is not,
possible in the whole cylinder section but at least in half of it. As the length and
therefore the volume are not limited, an efficient repetitive process can be applied
where t he outer crystal layers are eliminated before each new recrystallisation. 1 f
a crystal is desired with a certain amou nt of eloping, it is convenient to give a flat,
shape to the intei·facc. This renders the concentration uniform in the middle of
t he cylinder and this a lso decreases the apparent segregation.
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